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00:01 MISC INFORMATION                                       1706230001
Occurred on Mount Everest Ct, Sonora. Teenager on her roof
Service Class: RESD. . Disposition: Log Note.

00:20 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1706230002
Officer initiated activity at Oak Hills Apartments, Preston Ln, Jamestown. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used 
for 11-95s).

00:45 MISC INFORMATION                                       1706230005
Occurred on Ramada Wy, Sacramento. Rp rpts the female that has been passing counterfeit bills in Tuolumne 
County is  who lives at this address in. . Disposition: Log Note.

00:47 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE CHECK                               1706230006
Officer initiated activity at Wards Ferry Rd/Tuolumne Rd, Sonora. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol 
Check.

00:51 MISC INFORMATION                                       1706230007
Occurred on Mount Everest Ct, Sonora. The teenager is still on the roof
Service Class: RESD. . Disposition: Log Note.

00:55 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1706230008
Officer initiated activity at Hwy 108 West On Ramp Mon/Mono Wy, Sonora.On ramp. . Disposition: Warning 
Given (Used for 11-95s).

00:57 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1706230009
Officer initiated activity at Hwy 108/CHABROULLIAN Ln, Jamestown. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 
11-95s).

00:57 JUVENILE PROBLEM                                       1706230010
Occurred at Tuolumne Pool on Main St. , Tuolumne. RP is with security for the lumber jubilee. RP states they 
are having a problem with approx 10 juveniles messing with attractions. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol 
Check.

01:22 911 HANG UP                                            1706230011
Occurred at Mt Elizabeth Tower on Mount Elizabeth Rd/Mt Elizabeth Drive   N56. , Twain Harte. 911HU from a 
911 only phone..Call maps to tower
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.062381  Lon:-120.24643
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

01:45 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1706230012
Officer initiated activity at Springfield Rd/Horseshoe Bend Rd, Columbia. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used 
for 11-95s).

01:57 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1706230013
Officer initiated activity at Sierra Energy, Hwy 108, Jamestown. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

01:57 COMMUNITY ORIENTATED POLICING PRGM                     1706230014
Occurred at Royal Carriage Inn on Main St. , Jamestown. Cottage number 1, RP has locked herself out and they 
can not get ahold of any at the front desk and the phone is busy. . Disposition: Citizen Assisted or Community 
Orientated Policing.

02:03 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1706230015
Officer initiated activity at Tuolumne Apartments, Tuolumne Rd, Tuolumne. . Disposition: Arrest Made.

02:16 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1706230016
Occurred at Coffers Corner on Hwy 49/RAWHIDE Rd. , Sonora. Vehicle high centered..Caller transferred to 
CHP
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.
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02:23 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1706230017
Occurred at Middle Camp Rd/Kit Carson Dr, Twain Harte. Rpts veh accident. Veh unoccupied. Caller 
transferred to CHP
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.999606  Lon:-120.27651
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

02:33 PEDESTRIAN STOP                                        1706230018
Officer initiated activity at Margaret Dr/Chicken Ranch Rd, Jamestown.Bicyclist. . Disposition: Warning Given 
(Used for 11-95s).

03:06 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1706230019
Occurred at Joaquin Gully/Middle Camp Rd, Twain Harte. Rpts an 11-82..Caller transferred to CHP
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.062381  Lon:-120.24643
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

03:50 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1706230020
Officer initiated activity at Kwik Serve, Hwy 108, Jamestown.Obstructed plate. . Disposition: Warning Given 
(Used for 11-95s).

05:04 911 HANG UP                                            1706230021
Occurred on Mi-Wuk, Tuolumne. 911HU..On call back, line is busy
Service Class: BUSN. . Disposition: Log Note.

05:45 MISC INFORMATION                                       1706230022
Occurred on Ramada Wy. 2nd Rp rpts the female that has been passing counterfeit bills in Tuolumne County is 
 who lives at this address in. . Disposition: Log Note.

06:26 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1706230023
Occurred on Tuolumne Rd N, Tuolumne. Rpts someone crashed their vehicle in her driveway. Vehicle is sitting 
in between two banks of her driveway. Vehicle is locked and unoccupied.////transferred to CHP. . Disposition: 
Referred To Other Agency.

07:22 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1706230026
Occurred on Priest Coulterville Rd, Big Oak Flat. CHP ADVISING 415 BETWEEN A MALE AND FEMALE ON 
THE SIDE OF THE ROADWAY IN A TRAILER NEAR PRIEST COULTERVILLE. 
CHP ADVISES POSS E OF OLD PRIEST GRADE RD.  MALE WOULD NOT GIVE CHP A LOT OF ANSWERS 
JUST THAT THE FEMALE WOULD NOT GIVE HIS KIDS TO HIM.  MALE WOULD NOT ANSWER CHP'S 
QUESTIONS AND HUNG UP///UPON CALLBACK PHONE IS BUSY. ////0728HRS SPOKE WITH JASON 
STUART WHO ADVISED HE WAS IN A VERBAL WITH  ROSE STUART. RP  ADVISED THAT ROSE 
STARTED AN ARGUMENT WITH HIM ON HIS WAY TO WORK AND HE WANTED TO TAKE HIS KIDS 
TO DAYCARE. ROSE SCRATCHED HIM ON THE BACK AND TOLD THE RP SHE WAS GOING TO TELL LE 
HE HIT HER. FEMALE IS BACK AT THE RESIDENCE AND THE MALE HAS LEFT FOR WORK. SUBJECTS 
LIVE IN A TRAILER ON PRIEST COULTERVILLE RD ON A FRIENDS PROPERTY. RP LOST PHONE SERVICE 
AND DISCONNECTED. ///ATTEMPTED 10-21 TO ROSE CELL# - VM ONLY - MESSAGE LEFT. . Disposition: 
Report Taken.

08:31 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1706230028
Occurred on Tuolumne Rd N, Twain Harte. Audible. 2nd floor motion. keyholder not responding. . Disposition: 
False Alarm will be billed.

08:31 PEDESTRIAN STOP                                        1706230029
Officer initiated activity at Priest Coulterville Rd/Hwy 120, Big Oak Flat.W/female walking along the roadway.. 
@ 1mile from the highway. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.
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08:39 911 HANG UP                                            1706230030
Occurred on Crystal Rock Rd, Sonora. 911 sounds like pocket dial.. no response.  // on call back, spoke to  who 
said that he was totally unaware of the call and will dbl check his phone log and lock.  // c4
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.007964  Lon:-120.4165
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

08:42 MISC INFORMATION                                       1706230031
Occurred at Mt Elizabeth Tower on Mount Elizabeth Rd/Mt Elizabeth Drive   N56. , Twain Harte. Subj called on 
911 . something about finding a fawn w/o it's mother.. subj disconnected when temporarily placed on hold.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.061758  Lon:-120.18682
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Log Note.

08:45 THEFT - ALL                                            1706230032
Occurred at Pine Mountain Lake Hardware on Hwy 120. , Big Oak Flat. Rpts he found a shoplifter on video. 
Theft took place last night. resp/. Resp bought an item and stole another item. taken/5gal cooler. . Disposition: 
Log Note.

09:27 911 HANG UP                                            1706230034
Occurred on Greenley Rd, Sonora. Open line with female on the line then hang up/////upon call back phone 
goes to vm - message left.///ref to inc # 1706230036. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.980777  Lon:-120.36721
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

09:29 PEDESTRIAN STOP                                        1706230035
Officer initiated activity at The Country Inn, Hwy 108, Jamestown.W/male blk shirt, blk shorts, orange hat. . 
Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

09:29 PATROL CHECK                                           1706230036
Occurred at Junction Shopping Center on Mono Wy/Tuolumne Rd. , Sonora. Rp witnessed poss roadrage.. on 
mono wy . guy just turned into thejunction shopping center. resp slammed on his brakes was nearly rear-
ended, got out and spit on the vehicle behind him.  resp veh: big silver truck w/water tank on the back, 
lic/6R43123
Lat:37.980777  Lon:-120.36721
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

09:31 911 HANG UP                                            1706230037
Occurred at Black Oak Casino on Tuolumne Rd N. , Tuolumne. Immediate hang up////upon call back no answer 
vm not set up.///2nd 911 call with immediate hang up. ///2nd call back no answer vm not set up.  
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.974104  Lon:-120.23965
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

09:41 911 HANG UP                                            1706230038
Occurred at Black Oak Casino on Tuolumne Rd N. , Tuolumne. Immediate hang up////upon call back phone is 
not accepting calls. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.974104  Lon:-120.23965
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

09:52 SUSPICIOUS PERSON, NOT OFFICER INIATED                 1706230039
Occurred at The Claim Jumper Outpost on Hwy 120. , Big Oak Flat. Rpts  was just in the business. lots of stuff 
in the back of the vehicle and heading down the hill poss towards Miners Mart. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.
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09:57 AMBULANCE CALL                                         1706230040
Occurred on Willow St, Jamestown. BEHIND THE POST OFFICE - 68yoa female aloc, not rousing, labored 
breathing.
Service Class: RESD. . Disposition: Attempted suicide (Adult).

09:57 VANDALISM                                              1706230041
Occurred on Callahan Rd, Sonora. Rp rpts she just chased off a male, female, and a dog squatting in an empty 
building the rp owns. Window broke to make entry. Rp is on scene attempting to secure the building. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

10:02 THEFT - ALL                                            1706230043
Occurred at Black Oak Casino on Tuolumne Rd N. , Tuolumne. Set his wallet was dropped on the floor and 
then stolen.. occurred about 20mins ago 
rp will be available w/Security  at the Players Club. . Disposition: Report Taken.

10:13 911 HANG UP                                            1706230044
Occurred on Greenley Rd, Sonora. Immediate hang up///upon call back vm only that is not set up. 

Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.980777  Lon:-120.36721
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

10:17 WELFARE CHECK                                          1706230045
Occurred on Park Av, Jamestown. Req a welck on  . Rp has not heard from her since she called an amb. . 
Disposition: WELFARE CHECK.

10:23 PATROL CHECK                                           1706230047
Occurred at Interfaith on Striker Ct. , Sonora. Interfaith found campsite on their property out behind the 
business in the woodpile near the creek..there is evidence that camper is cooking.. // rp has concern about 
wildfire. . Disposition: Log Note.

10:44 911 HANG UP                                            1706230048
Occurred on Crystal Rock Rd, Sonora. Immediate hang from 911-only cell
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.007964  Lon:-120.4165
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

10:44 911 HANG UP                                            1706230049
Occurred on Crystal Rock Rd, Sonora. Immediate hangup from 911 only cell
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.007964  Lon:-120.4165
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

11:15 WELFARE CHECK                                          1706230052
Occurred on Broken Pine Rd, Sonora. Rp at  res .. @70yoa.. not answering the door,,, everything is on and her 
vehicle is therer.  rp concerned that she is injured inside.  , ////1120hrs neighbor went over and made contact 
with  and she is fine she was just in the shower. NFA needed. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.062381  Lon:-120.24643
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Canceled by RP.

11:29 AMBULANCE CALL                                         1706230054
Occurred on Madrone St, Tuolumne.  52yoa female not breathing poss 1144. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.984596  Lon:-120.23714
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Medical Call.
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11:29 911 HANG UP                                            1706230055
Occurred on Greenley Rd, Sonora. Immediate hangup.  vm left..///Denise Mefford called back and advised she 
was calling about the vehicle accident ifo Savemart when she saw the emergency vehicles she hung up the 
phone. NFA needed. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.980777  Lon:-120.36721
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

11:33 BURGLARY                                               1706230056
Occurred on McKamey Ct, Sonora. Rpts Lisa Hamlin is at the residence taking property out of the rps van. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.980777  Lon:-120.36721
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

11:37 THREATS - ALL                                          1706230057
Occurred on Hwy 108, Mi Wuk Village. 10-21 Rp. Rpts her ex boyfriend  is texting her and threatening her. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

11:43 BOL                                                    1706230059
Occurred at Parrotts Ferry Rd/Columbia State Park Park, Columbia. Poss 23152l driver,, n/b parrotts ferry from 
old town columbia .. sil subaru lic/5klw975 .. transferred to chp. no SO units in position.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.030806  Lon:-120.35185
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

12:14 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1706230060
Officer initiated activity at Hwy 49/REYNOLDS Ferry Rd, Sonora. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-
95s).

12:18 FRAUD                                                  1706230061
Officer initiated activity at Mckamey Ct, Sonora.Reports fraud.  // ref inc 0056. . Disposition: Report Taken.

12:31 VIOLATION OF A COURT ORDER                             1706230062
Occurred on Buttercup Cir, Sonora. Restrained person  had been at the res from @1115-1215hrs today in 
violation of EPO. . Disposition: Log Note.

12:37 VEHICLE REPOSSESSION                                   1706230063
Occurred at Affordable Towing & Recovery on Hwy 108. , Sonora. Aware. . Disposition: Handled by Dispatch.

13:13 All boating related calls for service                  1706230065
Occurred at Stevenot Bridge-On Lake on New Melones/Melones. . 2nd-hand info that 12ft boat is flipped 
under the stevenot bridge.. // usbr will get staff going that way
Service Class: BUSN. . Disposition: Canceled by RP.

13:33 911 HANG UP                                            1706230067
Occurred at West Sonora Peak on Gibbs Dr. , Sonora. Immediate hangup.. call back, vm left 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:34 IDENTIFICATION THEFT                                   1706230068
Occurred on Lime Kiln Rd, Sonora. Rp states someone stole her social security number and opened a comcast 
account. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:37 FOOT PATROL                                            1706230069
Officer initiated activity at Mark Twain Swim Beach, New Melones/Melones. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, 
Patrol Check.
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13:38 ABANDONED VEHICLE                                      1706230070
Officer initiated activity at Sawmill Flat Rd/Yankee Hill Rd, Columbia.1124   /// veh abated and entered into SVS. 
 see attachments. . Disposition: County Roads (Dispatched by TCSO).

13:59 THREATS - ALL                                          1706230071
Occurred at Sonnys Mini Mart on Hwy 108. , Mi Wuk Village. 10-21 Rp. Rpts her ex husband  was following 
the rp and her boyfriend  from Tuolumne and was punching the rps vehicle windows at the market. Resp was 
making threats to kill the rp and the rp has their children in the vehicle. Resp left the area and is no longer 
following the rp. 
resp veh desc/black,suburban,with all the windows broken out. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.074118  Lon:-120.17416
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:59 FOLLOW UP                                              1706230072
Occurred on Muir Av, Twain Harte. 17-2164.. found keys w/poss burglar tools late last night.  // . . Disposition: 
Log Note.

14:00 COMMUNITY ORIENTATED POLICING PRGM                     1706230073
Occurred on Yaney Av, Sonora City. . Disposition: Citizen Assisted or Community Orientated Policing.

14:05 FOOT PATROL                                            1706230074
Officer initiated activity at Stoney Brook Mhp, Allison Wy, Sonora. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol 
Check.

14:13 THEFT - ALL                                            1706230076
Occurred at Little Caesars Pizza on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Rpts the little ceasars mannequin was stolen from ifo 
the store.  stolen sometime last night or yesterday. . Disposition: theft business.

14:21 ADVICE                                                 1706230077
Occurred at Tuolumne Apartments on Tuolumne Rd. , Tuolumne. Rp req 10-21 regarding an incident that 
happened in the office 2 days ago. . Disposition: Log Note.

15:26 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1706230079
Occurred on Bonds Flat Rd, La Grange. Req to speak w/calfire.. . transferred.
Service Class: CNTX. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

15:26 THEFT - ALL                                            1706230080
Occurred on Bay Meadow Dr, Sonora. Rpts she is calling from a group home where a resident took some mail 
from a neighbor and now has some of the mail the female needs. Female does not want to press charges and 
the rp just needs a deputies help to get the paperwork from the resident. Residents mental capicity is that of a 
child and he does not understand what he has done. Resident is large and rp is concerned he will have a 
"tantrum". . Disposition: Log Note.

15:27 AMBULANCE CALL                                         1706230081
Occurred at Golf Links Rd/Hwy 108, Jamestown. 55yoa male w/poss heat related illness   .. rp stopped and 
gave a subj water, subj appeared to pass out. 
// look for a red walker. . Disposition: Arrest Made.

15:27 POSSIBLE CORONERS CASE                                 1706230082
Occurred on Quarter Mile Rd, Tuolumne. 
Rp rpts her mother passed away an hour ago. . Disposition: Coroners Case Natural Causes.
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15:35 PATROL CHECK                                           1706230085
Occurred at Royal Carriage Inn on Main St. , Jamestown. On-going issue w/subjs who drink in front of the 
CSU then urinate near Petes restaurant in view of rp's guest.
wma blk tank top, short
wma no shirt, jeans
hma, whi tank top, light blu jeans, goatee. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

15:39 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1706230086
Occurred at Rawhide Rd/Hwy 49, Sonora. High centered buss blocking hwy 49 and Rawhide//caller transferred 
to CHP
Service Class: BUSN. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

15:44 911 HANG UP                                            1706230087
Occurred on Greenley Rd, Sonora. 911 open line people talking int he background//on call back VM for Sam 
Watkins message left
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.980777  Lon:-120.36721
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

15:52 ADVICE                                                 1706230088
Occurred at Tuolumne Apartments on Tuolumne Rd. , Tuolumne. Rp req advice regarding  problems with a 
neighbor. . Disposition: Log Note.

15:54 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1706230089
Occurred at Hwy 49/RAWHIDE Rd, Sonora. Transferred to chp regarding 1125 bus and the need for 1184.. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.988126  Lon:-120.44189
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

15:58 ASSIST SONORA POLICE DEPARTMENT                        1706230090
Officer initiated activity at Mono Wy, Sonora City. . Disposition: Assist Other Agency.

16:01 911 HANG UP                                            1706230091
Occurred on Mi Wu St, Tuolumne. 911 with static and a busy signal on the line//on call back line busy
Service Class: BUSN. . Disposition: Log Note.

16:07 ABUSE                                                  1706230093
Occurred at Roll In Mobile Home Park on S Airport Rd. , Columbia. 
Rp rpts 5yoa,  is in the office with belt marks inflicted by mom. . Disposition: Report Taken.

16:19 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1706230094
Occurred at Rocca Park on Main St/Smoke St. , Jamestown. Rpts a male subject in the park yelling at everyone 
to stay out of the park. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

16:29 IDENTIFICATION THEFT                                   1706230096
Occurred on Nikki Ct, Sonora. 10-21 Rp. Rts someone opened up a online service for social security with his 
ss#. . Disposition: Report Taken.

16:51 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1706230097
Occurred at Zaks Auto Shack on Hwy 108. , Mi Wuk Village. Rp rpts a male subject walking W/B on Hwy 108, 
resp is in the middle of the road//caller transferred to CHP
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.066972  Lon:-120.18639
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

16:52 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1706230098
Officer initiated activity at Hwy 108/TULLOCH Rd, Jamestown.Trf stop JEO of tulloch dam rd. . Disposition: 
Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).
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17:00 VANDALISM                                              1706230100
Occurred on Sixth Av, Jamestown. 10-21 Rp. Rp rpts she woke up this morning with a broken front window on 
her house.  Rp is not sure how it happened or whether it was intentional or not. Rp advises the rock that was 
used to break the window is on the ground ifo the window. . Disposition: Log Note.

17:01 911 HANG UP                                            1706230101
Occurred at Avalon Health Care on Greenley Rd. , Sonora. Open line with no voice buttons being pushed then 
hang up/////upon call back spoke with a male subject who advised he needed someone to come and help him 
move something then hung up again. 
Service Class: VOIP. . Disposition: Handled by Dispatch.

17:03 911 HANG UP                                            1706230102
Occurred on Mi Wu St, Tuolumne. 911 hang up//on call back line busy//1709hrs still busy  // tribal secuity will 
check to see if there is any emergency at this res ///1743hrs Kyle with Tribal security advises the residence is 
C4. 
Service Class: RESD. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

17:04 911 HANG UP                                            1706230103
Occurred at Avalon Health Care on Greenley Rd. , Sonora. 911 hang up// on call back spoke w/  who states he 
needs some help from a nurse but he does not know his room number//spoke w/ Avalon staff they will be 
checking on him
Service Class: VOIP. . Disposition: Handled by Dispatch.

17:11 ANIMAL CONTROL CALLS                                   1706230104
Occurred on Tuolumne Rd, Sonora. Six goats on her property - 3 kids , 1 nanny, and 1 billy ////transferred to 
AC. . Disposition: Animal Control (Dispatched by TCSO).

17:28 ADVICE                                                 1706230106
Occurred on Belmont Dr, Sonora. Rp req advice regarding a situation that took place earlier on the way to his 
residence, involving another vehicle driving by his house. . Disposition: Log Note.

17:33 911 HANG UP                                            1706230108
Occurred on Mount Brow Rd, Sonora. 911 hang up//911 only phone unable to call back
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.00791  Lon:-120.41655
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

17:41 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1706230110
Occurred at Lime Kiln Rd/Campo Seco Rd, Sonora. Rp rpts  hazardous material was loaded into the bed of his 
truck by the new owners, rp now wants to return the barrell but is looking for permission to do so, rp was 
advised we can not give that kind of permission. Rp req personal contact in the lobby. . Disposition: Civil 
Problem.

17:45 WELFARE CHECK                                          1706230111
Occurred on Sawmill Flat Rd, Columbia. Rp req welfare check on  who is exhibiting harmful behavior and 
psychosis, female has been burning her arms and running around naked, female does not remember her mother 
whom she lives with. . Disposition: Log Note.

18:10 911 HANG UP                                            1706230112
Occurred on Mi Wu St, Tuolumne. 911 with static on the line  // see priors..
Service Class: BUSN. . Disposition: Log Note.

18:32 FOLLOW UP                                              1706230114
Occurred on Preston Ln, Jamestown. Rp says that she now has bruises from an assault that occured a few 
days ago.  Refer to  case 17002125. . Disposition: Log Note.

18:35 HEALTH AND SAFTY/DRUG ACTIVITY                         1706230116
Occurred at /Undisclosed. . Disposition: Report Taken.
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18:51 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1706230117
Occurred at Twain Harte Veterinary Hospital on Twain Harte Dr. , Twain Harte. Rp rpts a male subject jumping 
IFO cars, LSW a vest, tight jeans and a hat//caller transferred to CHP
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.063014  Lon:-120.24725
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Assist Other Agency.

19:18 ANIMAL CONTROL CALLS                                   1706230118
Occurred at Black Oak Casino on Tuolumne Rd N. , Tuolumne. Level 3
Rp rpts 2 dogs locked inside of a vehicle. . Disposition: Handled by Dispatch.

19:21 THREATS - ALL                                          1706230119
Occurred at Meadowview Campground on Dodge Ridge Rd/Pinecrest Lake Rd. , Pinecrest. 10-21 rp regarding 
threats and a subject calling him names ifo his children for taking a campsite. . Disposition: Log Note.

19:22 SUSPICIOUS CIRC                                        1706230120
Occurred at Lime Kiln Rd/Hwy 108, Sonora. Rp just saw a hma, approx 17-18 yoa walking up Lime Kiln towards 
the bridge, possibly carrying a rifle.  Ls wearing a gry tank top and shorts. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, 
Patrol Check.

19:29 PATROL CHECK                                           1706230122
Occurred on Robin Hood Dr, Twain Harte. Rp rpts her neighbor called stating there is a beat up infinity is 
parked IFO her residence, rp states no one should be at the residence. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol 
Check.

19:44 911 HANG UP                                            1706230123
Occurred at Strawberry Tower on 4N39/HWY 108. , Strawberry. 911HU. NO ANSWER ON CALL BACK, VM 
LEFT
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.196652  Lon:-120.03241
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

20:05 AMBULANCE CALL                                         1706230124
Occurred on Lori Ln, Sonora. 83yoa, male, fever, ill, hx pneumonia//subject is combative and does not want to 
go
Service Class: VOIP. . Disposition: Medical Call.

20:06 911 HANG UP                                            1706230125
Occurred at Scc on Obyrnes Ferry Rd. , Jamestown. 2 911 hangup's.//On call back the phone says that it is not 
in service.  History shows that it is a cell phone within the prison.//2010 hrs the watch commander at the prison 
was advised
Service Class: BUSN. . Disposition: Log Note.

20:12 PATROL CHECK                                           1706230126
Occurred on Big Hill Rd, Columbia. Rp req contact, rpts hearing approximately 30 shots coming from 
somewhere in the area and they are upsetting her dog. . Disposition: Log Note.

20:38 RUNAWAY JUVENILE                                       1706230127
Occurred on Willow Springs Dr W, Soulsbyville. Rpts that his 16 yoa son  left yesterday with his friends and 
has not came home.  Resp turned off his cell phone. . Disposition: Log Note.

20:42 WELFARE CHECK                                          1706230128
Occurred on Montgomery Rd, Sonora. Rp rpts estranged husband  just text the rp "this is bad call the Sheriff", 
rp states there is a small handgun inside the residence and a collection of knives, has threatened harm against 
his family in the past but not himself, lives w/ father. . Disposition: Log Note.
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20:47 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1706230129
Occurred at La Grange Rd/Old Don Pedro Rd, Jamestown. Rp rpts cows in the roadway//caller transferred to 
CHAP
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.833256  Lon:-120.49042
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

21:08 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE, NOT OFFICER INITIATED              1706230131
Occurred on Lori Ln, Sonora. Rpts that a male in an older Ford pk is out by his driveway, saying that he ran out 
of gas.  Rp thinks that he looks susc.  Rp does not want contact. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

21:29 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1706230133
Occurred at Mono Way Veterinary Hospital on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Audiblr burg alarm.  Motion at the library. 
//2132 hrs alarm cancelled, per subscriber. . Disposition: False Alarm canceled prior to dispatch (Will not be 
billed).

21:29 CITIZEN FLAG DOWN                                      1706230134
Officer initiated activity at Phoenix Lake Rd, Sonora. . Disposition: Log Note.

21:31 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1706230135
Occurred on Middle Camp Rd, Twain Harte. Rp rpts he is in a 415 w/ his girlfriend   //2221hrs Female called in 
advising male is HBD and is outside. . Disposition: Log Note.

22:11 VERBAL DISPUTE                                         1706230137
Occurred on Nashua Rd, Sonora. Rp let  stay at her residence, now she says that he is harassing her and she 
wants him moved out.   Rp wants to meet the deputy at the corner of Nashua/Johnny Av.  Rp will be in a a gold 
town and country van. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

22:20 WELFARE CHECK                                          1706230138
Occurred on Italian Bar Rd, Columbia. Req's a welfare check on her 60 yoa son  who is diabetic and is not 
answering the phone. . Disposition: Medical Call.

22:26 911 HANG UP                                            1706230139
Occurred at Black Oak Casino on Tuolumne Rd N. , Tuolumne. 911 cell phone call, sounds like a pocket dial. 
//On call back spoke to  who is at the jubilee and is code 4. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.974104  Lon:-120.23965
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

22:26 SUSPICIOUS CIRC                                        1706230140
Occurred at Dodge Ridge Ski Resort on Dodge Ridge Rd. , Pinecrest. Rp rpts a vehicle came into the gate while 
it was open and rp locked the vehicle inside only desc is a light colored truck//while on 10-21 rp opened the 
gate and resp left. Rp req 10-21 regarding situation
Service Class: BUSN. . Disposition: Log Note.
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22:36 SUSPICIOUS CIRC                                        1706230141
Occurred at 7-11 on Joaquin Gully. , Twain Harte. 
Rp rpts a 13 yoa female Nevaeh unknown last] in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
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is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
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around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
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younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
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siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
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back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
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Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
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LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
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is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
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around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
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younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
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siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
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back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
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Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
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LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
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is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
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around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
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younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
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siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru 
LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 
is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving 
around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 
younger siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger 
siblings in the back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the 
back seat  in a Silver Subaru LIC # 7XBE997 is driving around w/ her 2 younger siblings in the back seat  in a 
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22:43 WELFARE CHECK                                          1706230142
Occurred at South Shore on Lake Tulloch/Tulloch Lake. . 
Rp req welfare check on his cousin  who is camping somewhere on Tulloch, rp states he has not been able to 
reach subject for 2hrs, assoc veh is a  silver BMW //2245hrs spoke w/ subject who states he is C4 and will 
contact the orig rp and his mother. . Disposition: Handled by Dispatch.

22:43 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1706230143
Officer initiated activity at Mono Wy/Fir Dr, Sonora. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

22:54 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1706230144
Occurred at Hwy 108/CAMP Blue Road, Strawberry. Rp rpts 23152 driver in a red jeep, E/B HWY 108//Caller 
transferred to CHAP
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.196652  Lon:-120.03241
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

23:00 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT                      1706230145
Occurred at Tuolumne Park on Bay Av/Pine St. , Tuolumne. Rp is requesting that we help them disburse juv's 
from the jubilee. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

23:08 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1706230146
Officer initiated activity at Mcdonalds Restaurant, Mono Wy, Sonora City. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used 
for 11-95s).

23:16 911 HANG UP                                            1706230148
Occurred on Crestridge Av, Sonora. 911 hangup.  ///On call back received voice mail and left a msg. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.999606  Lon:-120.27651
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.
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23:18 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1706230149
Occurred on American River Dr W, Sonora. Rp rpts an alarm at the house across the street
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.014777  Lon:-120.27164
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: False Alarm will be billed.

23:44 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE, NOT OFFICER INITIATED              1706230150
Occurred on Pine St, Tuolumne. Rpts a veh going back and forth near his house.  Unkn desc, other than it's 
speeding. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.962946  Lon:-120.23789
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.
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